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Guide to Computer Forensics and InvestigationsCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	The rapid advance of technology has changed and influenced how we think about gathering digital
	evidence. Soon after the attacks on the World Trade Center in New York City on September 11,
	2001, many young men and women volunteered to serve their country in different ways. For those
	who did not choose the military, options included...
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Honeypots: Tracking HackersAddison Wesley, 2002
"The text is comprehensive, an honest survey of every honeypot technology I had ever heard of and a number I read about for the first time."
--Stephen Northcutt, The SANS Institute

"One of the great byproducts of Lance's work with honeypots and honeynets is that he's helped give us a much clearer picture...
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The Cosmic GiftNational Book Trust, 2005
An Indian research submarine was exploring the ocean-bed off the coast ofParson's Pygmalion Point, the southern -most tip ofI ndia. Its young Captain, Uttarna, and his crew gazed ent ranced at the strange world under water , strangely lit here and there with many-shaped coral reefs , amidst which innumerable varieties ofcolo urful fish and...
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Seapower: A Guide for the Twenty-First Century (Cass Series, Naval Policy and History)Routledge, 2009
The sea has always been central to human development as a source of resources, and as a means of transportation, information-exchange and strategic dominion. It has been the basis for our prosperity and security. This is even more the case, now, in the early 21st century, with the emergence of an increasingly globalized world trading...
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Leadership in Dangerous Situations: A Handbook for the Armed Forces, Emergency Services and First RespondersNaval Institute Press, 2011

	Offering the wisdom of practitioners from the military, law enforcement, fire and rescue, as well as prominent scholars this guide integrates theory and research with practical experience to help the reader prepare for the unique psychological, social, and physical challenges of leading in dangerous contexts. Whether a young soldier preparing...
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Foundations of Knowledge Acquisition:: Machine Learning (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 1993
The two volumes of Foundations of Knowledge Acquisition  document the recent progress of basic research in knowledge  acquisition sponsored by the Office of Naval Research. This volume is  subtitled Machine Learning, and there is a companion  volume subtitled Cognitive Models of Complex Learning.  Funding was provided by a five-year Accelerated...
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Embedded Control Systems in C/C++: An Introduction for Software Developers Using MATLABCMP Books, 2003
Implement proven design techniques for control systems without having to master any advanced mathematics. Using an effective step-by-step approach, this book presents a number of control system design techniques geared toward readers of all experience levels. Mathematical derivations are avoided, thus making the methods accessible to developers...
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